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This invention is related to remotely operating SPDT AC power semiconductor switches or relays used in home automation operated via wireless remote control or plastic optical fiber and lightguide cables in combination with mechanical SPDT power switches, including current and status sensors.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE PRIOR ART

[0002] Remotely operating AC power relays switch on and off electrical appliances such as home heaters, air conditioners, motorized curtains, lighting and other electrical appliances in homes, apartments, offices and buildings. However, verifying the operation status of a remotely operated appliance is complex. Literally all electrical appliances do not report their status and the person operating the remote control device has to verify the on or off status of the operated device by being at the site of the operated appliance for verifying if the lights are on or off, or the air condition unit is activated or not.

[0003] Most of the remote control devices including IR or RF wireless remote control units use the same power key (and code) to switch the appliance on and off, therefore without the operating person’s self verification on site, with most of currently available remotely controlled systems it is impossible to positively verify the on-off power status from a remote site. Such prevailing prior art makes it impossible to command without error a group of lights or all lights or a group of appliances or all appliances to switch on or off via a single key, command or process.

[0004] One prevailing prior art of home automation uses the relays statuses to update the system controller by tapping the relay’s driver circuits status or the last command sent to each of the relays. Such prior art systems mandates the redesign of the whole electrical wiring structure and the customizing of the AC electrical wiring structure for each residence individually. Such undertaking requires expertise to configure, install and maintain, all of which are expensive.

[0005] The appliance status reporting on the basis of the relay status does not reliably provide real time current drain statuses, for example, a boiler’s relay status will remain on even though no current is drained when the boiler’s power is cut by the boiler thermostat. Moreover, the prevailing prior art applies only to fixedly wired electrical lights and appliances. It cannot apply to appliances that are operated by wireless remote control and are randomly connected to AC outlets.

[0006] Further, the known AC wiring regulations and building codes forbid the connections, mixing and mingling of AC power wires with low voltage signal wires inside the same electrical box and/or the connecting, the mixing or the mingling of AC power wires with low voltage control wires within the same conduit and/or the same relay in the same wall box and/or with other electrical power devices inside a wall box. Such strict electrical and building codes narrowed the controls of home automation devices to basic three communication signals including wireless (IR and RF) and modulated RF via the AC power lines. This mandates the replacement of AC wiring switches with a whole network of low voltage wiring and the replacement of the switches with key pads, touch screens and other low voltage control devices.

[0007] Another significance with remote controlling of home automation systems of current days is the ability to switch electrical appliances on and off remotely via PCs through the Internet, via mobile telephones, iPad and/or via other PDA devices. The problem however for such remote controlling is the need for a verified on-off status of the appliances being operated and/or the availability of a status report covering all the remotely controlled appliances and lights of a given room, house, office, apartment or a building. The power consumption reporting including specific itemized consumption of each individual rooms, house, apartment, office and businesses provide the needed data for remote controlling of the appliances and light without error.

[0008] Devices for detecting the on-off status or a standby status and current drain are disclosed in US patents 7,649,727 and 7,864,500, IR devices for communicating such on-off or standby statuses via two way RF or IR remote control system along with IR remote control devices for operating AC power switches and AC operated appliances are disclosed in US patent 7,639,907 and such devices operated through lightguide or fiber optic cable are disclosed in US patent applications 12/236,656, 12/725,808, 12/761,484, 12/963,876 and 13/086,610.

[0009] Similarly, such method and apparatuses for integrating remote control devices with video interphone systems and shopping terminals are also disclosed in US patent 7,290,702 and 7,973,647.

[0010] For all the disclosed and known power switching and control devices, there is a need to access the devices i.e., establishing the connectivity for feeding control signals and retrieving a switch status and/or the current consumption via the switch or via power outlets. But the electrical safety codes and regulations that forbid connections of a low voltage communication line to an AC power switch and AC power outlets held back the needed power consumption reporting until now. To provide reliable on-off and the propagation of operating command and to receive in return a status report and/or to enable a non restricted connectivity between a low voltage control devices and an AC power switches and outlets, the use of the optical fiber and lightguide was introduced in the above referenced US patents and applications.

[0011] Further, the remotely controlled SPDT relay disclosed in US patents 7,649,727 and 7,864,500 and in the
It is an object of the present invention to provide for combining automation relays and current sensors in electrical box adjacent to the mechanical SPDT switch, attached or joint to the SPDT switch itself within the same electrical box. The user’s preference is to switch the lights or group of lights by a single key lever of a switch they got accustomed to operate, and moreover it is not architecturally pleasing to add different keys for automation and/or additional keys for switching groups of lights or all lights. Similarly the users do not welcome the idea they have to walk all the way to a wall mounted touch screen controller to switch on-off different lights or all lights, while providing touch screen in every room or zone of the residence is a price prohibitive and complex to integrate. The need to use a single or plural old style key levers of a common AC electrical wiring switch for operating a given light, group of lights or all the lights is needed for residences and other premises automation. The reference to “old style” key levers should not be read literally as “old”. The key lever of the “old style” should be read as including attractively and modern designed and styled key levers and wall covers for the AC electrical wiring switches.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0012] It is an object of the present invention to provide a method and apparatus for transforming any of the manual SPDT power switch connected to, attached to or join with a mechanical or a semiconductor AC power SPDT relay, including a current and/or a status sensor, into a combination switch for switching on-off the individual light or lights or appliance that are directly connected to the manual switch, as well as a group of lights or all the lights of the premises.

[0013] This object is achieved by a method and an apparatus for switching a plurality of loads in steps according to the teachings of the independent claims.

[0014] The AC current sensors are disclosed in the above referenced US patents 7,649,727 and 7,864,500. Relays and current sensors operating via lightguide or fiber optic cable are disclosed in US patent applications 12/236,656, 12/725,808, 12/761,484, 12/963,876 and 13/086,610.

[0015] Another object of the present invention is to provide multi SPDT relays with multi keys assembly for connection to plurality of SPDT manual switches for switching on-off plurality of loads and “all” the light through a dedicated controller, and/or video interphones and/or “shopping terminals” and/or via a communication network including the generating and propagating control codes and signals from the dedicated controller, the video interphones and the shopping terminals to the different appliances through an IR driver circuits as described in the above referenced patent 7,290,702 and 7,973,647, and through any of the connected SPDT manual switches. “Shopping terminals” are disclosed in US patent 7,461,012 and video interphones systems are disclosed in US patents 5,923,363, 6,603,842 and 6,940,957.

[0016] In the following description and the claims the term “live AC” refers to the “hot line” of the AC power or mains, as oppose to the neutral line of the AC power or mains.

[0017] In the following description and the claims the term “load” refers to an appliance such as light fixture or other electrical appliance that is connected between the neutral line and the live AC line via an on-off switch and/or via a current sensor.

[0018] In the following description and the claims the term “key” refers to a push, press, depress, touch, click, slide, toggle, flip, lever, sea-saw and other structures for operating electrical switch and/or low current signal switch, the term “keying” refers to operating the listed switch structures. The term “rekeying” refers to repeat keying of the same key.

[0019] In the following description and the claims the term “lightguide” is a term used by Toray Industries Ltd. of Japan for marketing its Plastic Optical Fiber known as POF, having large core diameter for propagating more light. POF or lightguide attenuation is lowest at 650nm, or the red region of the visual light. When used in the following descriptions and in the claims the term lightguide covers plastic optical fiber and any other fiber optic cable having a core of 250 microns or larger diameter, known also as multi mode or step index fiber optic cable.

[0020] In the following description and the claims the term “optical transmitter” refers to an LED, laser or other optical emitting devices that transform electric signals into IR or visual light signals or both.

[0021] In the following description and the claims the term “transmitting IR” or “IR signal” refers to IR signal emission from an optical transmitter, in air such as from hand held remote control or from an IR repeater.

[0022] In the following description and the claims the term “optical signal” refers to electromagnetic radiated signals within the UV spectrum, visual spectrum and the IR spectrum propagated via lightguide and/or fiber optic cable.

[0023] In the following description and the claims the term “optical receiver” refers to photo diode, Pin diode, photo transistor or other photo detectors for receiving IR or visual light signals and converting them into electrical signals. Optical receiver also refers to photovoltaic cells that transform visual light or IR into electric charge.

[0024] In the following description and the claims the term “receiving IR” or “IR signal” refers to the receiving of IR in air in line of sight, such as from an hand held IR remote control, or via IR repeater.

[0025] In the following description and the claims the term “optical transceiver” refers to a combined optical transmitter and optical receiver accessed through a combined access of a semiconductor package with direct optical links to a single fiber optic or lightguide cable for propagating bidirectional or two way optical signal, or via an access attached to or comprising an optical prism or other optical structure such as half mirror, lens or a filter for propagating two way optical signals through a single
lightguide or fiber optic cable by deflecting, directing or filtering a received optical signal to the receiver and allowing the transmitted optical signal to pass into the optical medium cable. The term optical transceiver also applies to separate transmitter and receiver for propagating bidirectional or two way optical signals via dual cores contained in one lightguide or optical fiber cable and/or via two optical lightguides or fiber optic cables each with a single core and/or to propagating two way or bidirectional IR signal in air.

In the following description and the claims the term "optoport" refers to the optical access for attaching a single lightguide for bidirectional and unidirectional optical communications, the term "optoports" may be referred to a two or more optical accesses, each for bidirectional or unidirectional optical communication via lightguides. Two optoports may be used for bidirectional communication via two lightguides. Optoport may include prism and other optical structures referred to above.

In the following description and the claims the term "wireless transceiver" covers all type of RF transceiver and IR transceiver for propagating and receiving IR signals in air, including IR transceiver combining IR TX and IR RX as separate devices.

In the following description and the claims the term "transceiver" covers all type of transceivers including RF transceiver, IR signal transceiver and optical transceiver.

In the following description and the claims the term "AC switching device" or "AC device" refers to a remotely controlled AC power devices, for operating AC appliances via semiconductor or mechanical contacts relay and remotely operated mechanical relay for operating for example AC powered motors or water boilers, and further include current sensors and AC outlets and combinations thereof. The terms "relay" and "relays" hereafter and in the claims cover electromechanical relays and semiconductor relays such as thyristors, triacs and FETs. The term AC device is characterized by being powered by AC power and/or is connected in series with an appliance, such as a light fixture, directly or non directly to a live AC line and remotely operated by IR, RF and/or via optical signals comprising visual light and/or IR signals through lightguides or fiber optic cables.

Even though only IR or visual light may be received in the descriptions and the claims, the term "IR" and the "visual light" propagated via lightguide or fiber optic cable refers to both unless specifically so restricted. The term IR or visual light is used alternately and should not be restrictive to propagating signals via the lightguide to the one or the other.

In the following description and the claims the term "wireless" refers to any and all signals propagated in air including IR and RF.

In the following description and the claims the term "low voltage device" and/or "low voltage control device" and/or "command converter" refers to a control device powered by low AC or DC voltage such as 12V DC for communicating via RF or IR in air, or optical signals via lightguide, with the AC devices and include one or plurality of IR, RF and/or optical transceivers with attachment facilities for attaching and securing the one or more lightguides for communicating one way or two way or bidirectional.

In the following description and the claims the term "current sensor receiver" refers to a low voltage device for receiving optical signal via lightguide or wireless signal in air pertaining a current drain data from an AC powered current sensor device, detecting the AC current drained through an AC power wire by induction or by magnetic hall sensor or other current sensing methods, such as disclosed in the above referenced US patents and applications for communicating the current drain or status to the system controller.

The remote controlled and/or manually operated AC switching devices for introduction into an electrical box remotely from, adjacent to, or joined with a manual SPDT switch and other objects of the present invention are attained by connecting or attaching an AC switching device including a semiconductor SPDT switch or an SPDT relay controlled via a lightguide or fiber optic cable, and/or by wireless including IR or RF or both, to a manual AC SPDT switch, by connecting or attaching the AC device to the manual AC switch via traveler wires or pigtaits and control the combined or joined SPDT relay and manual SPDT switch by operating the key lever of the manual switch, or the key of the AC switching device and by communicating one or two way optical signals via the lightguide or fiber optic cable, or in air via IR or RF, including commands to operate the AC switching device, and receive in return a confirmation such as the AC current drain from the AC device or statuses of the connected lights or electrical appliances, such as on-off status signals from the appliances directly or via the AC device.

The status can be generated in response to a received command to operate, or in response to an inquiry command (a request for status data) including a reply on the basis of the current drain as measured by the sensor, thereby providing error free remote controlling of the electrical home appliances and lights and error free real time current consumption data for enabling an error free on-off commands to a group or all lights.

The present invention, similar to the referenced pending US applications and patents, uses a combination of an add-on wireless and/or lightguide operated AC relays that include mechanical or semiconductor SPDT relays and current sensors, packaged or encapsulated with a single or a plurality of transceivers and accesses for a single lightguide or a plurality of lightguides, such as used for in-out cascading lightguides to a serially connect plurality of AC devices in a cascaded chain.

The packaged enclosure is designed and structured to be connected, attached or physically joined, with a selected popular manually activated SPDT or DPDT switch, for installation into standard single or multiple gang or other individual standard size electrical box or
into adjacent or distant boxes. The AC devices hidden behind the manual switch can be structured without operating key, while the AC devices installed next to or remote from the manual switch can include a key for operating a light or an appliance and include a program for enabling the same key or the manual switch key to operate a group of appliances or lights including all appliances and/or lights.

[0038] The detailed circuits and block diagrams of the SPDT relays including the IR or RF receiver and transmitter or transceivers and of the AC current sensor and of the circuits for the lightguide or fiber optic cable including the propagating of one or two way IR, RF or visual light communication signals between the AC relays and the low voltage IR or RF propagating devices, including lightguide converter disclosed in the referenced US patents and applications applies to the preferred embodiment of the present invention with the exception of combining multi AC switches or relays into a single multi relays device, as will be explained later.

[0039] Because, the lightguide and/or the fiber optic cable are fire retardant and perfect insulators, they can be mingled and mixed with AC wires in conduits and be attached to the AC switching device or the AC current sensor inside the same electrical box. By this arrangement it is possible to power the control circuit of the AC switching device by the AC power and propagate RF or IR communication signal in air or visual light signal via the lightguide to operate the AC switching device and the AC current sensor.

[0040] The method of combining packaged AC relay devices including current sensor or status sensor to an existing standard electrical switches, introduces several major advantages; one is the lowering of the overall cost of the switches, because standard low cost, mass produced switches can be used. The second advantage is that the manual actuating of the commonly used manual switches is all that it takes to operate the switch (the way the electrical light switches are operated presently) with the addition the present invention provides, which is the ability to actuate the same key lever of the same manual switch on-off the same light fixture, another type of dual pole-dual throw (DPDT) switches are used and are connected in a given straight-cross configuration in between the two SPDT switches described above. The DPDT switches and the DPDT relays are also known as "reversing" or 4 way switches or relays.

[0043] Accordingly, another objects of the present invention is to attach a lightguide to an AC SPDT relay device connected to one of an SPDT and DPDT light switch for operating a light fixture or other electrical appliance via one or several manual switches in cascade. Thereby maintaining the operation via a "commonly used" manual switch and provide the conveniences and efficiency of remote switching via the wireless or lightguide controlled SPDT relay connected to the one or several switches in a given configuration.

[0044] Yet another object of the present invention is to attach a wireless or lightguide operated DPDT relay for switching on-off light fixture or other electrical appliance in a system connected to two manual SPDT switch and to a more comprehensive switching setup that includes two SPDT and one or more DPDT switches.

[0045] The IR or RF receiver and transmitter of the AC switch device, including the AC current sensor through which the power is fed, for example, to a television receiver, transmits to the dedicated home automation controller, the video interphone or the shopping terminal, via the fiber optic or lightguide cable and through the disclosed IR or RF receiver or the IR or RF repeater, in return to a power-on command to the television receiver, a reply that the power is now on, thereby updating the home automation controller, or said video interphone or the shopping terminal with the television "on status", or "off status" if the command was to switch off the television.

[0046] The reference to home automation controller hereafter is to a panel device with control keys or touch screen and circuits similar to the video interphone and/or the shopping terminal disclosed in the US patents and applications.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

[0047] The foregoing and other objects and features of the present invention will become apparent from the following description of the preferred embodiments of the invention with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

Figs. 1A and 1B are electrical block diagrams of the SPDT and DPDT AC switching device including dual accesses for cascading lightguides of the preferred embodiment, for connection to standard AC SPDT switch or switches;

Fig.2A is an electrical block diagram of the SPDT AC switching device including dual accesses for cascading lightguides including multi relays and keys of
the preferred embodiment, for connection to plurality of standard AC SPDT switches;

Fig.2B is an electrical circuit diagram of the status sensor used for identifying the on-off status of a load.

Figs.3A, 3B and 3C are illustration of the SPDT AC switching device including dual accesses for cascading lightguides of the preferred embodiment, for installation and attachment side by side with, at the rear of and joint to an SPDT AC switch, such as manufactured by Gewiss of Italy, Legrand and Leviton, Pass & Seymour or Cooper of the US and into standard European or US electrical boxes;

Figs.4A and 4B are illustrations of the SPDT different setups of multi relay AC switching devices of Fig.2 of the preferred embodiment, for installation into standard single gang US and Italian or European electrical boxes;

Figs.5 is an illustrative connection diagram of the multi relays SPDT AC switching device of Figs. 4A and 4B for connection through the travelers terminals at the rear of the multi relays AC SPDT device with SPDT light switches, including dual optoports for connecting the cascading lightguides of the preferred embodiment;

Figs.6A and 6B are block diagram and illustration of the premises controller including the accesses for lightguides, the IR drivers and the RF transceiver, the connections to a keypad and through a USB driver to a PC and the Internet of the preferred embodiment; and

Figs.7A, 7B and 7C are illustration of the operation of the key levers of AC switching device and the manual SPDT switches for switching on-off a dedicated, a group and all the lights, or appliances, of the preferred embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0048] Figs.1A and 1B show block diagrams summarizing the on-off switching circuits for operating AC appliances such as light fixtures or heaters, manually through an SPDT switch and remotely by the SPDT relay 18 of the AC switching devices 10 of Fig.1A and the DPDT relay 19 of the switching device 10B shown in Fig.1B. The known single pole-dual throw (SPDT) switch 1 includes a lever actuated pole contact P that enables to switch over the power from traveler terminal T1 to T2 for connecting AC power to an appliance or a load in combination with the remotely operated mechanical or semiconductor SPDT and DPDT relays of the AC devices 10 and 10B used for home, office and other premises automation and disclosed in the referenced US patent and applications. The SPDT or DPDT relay contacts, similar to the SPDT switch, connect or break the AC current fed to an AC appliance via the relay assembly 18 or 19 of AC switching devices 10 and 10B, representing hereafter each of the AC switching devices 10, 10FR, 10EU and 10IT shown in Figs.3A, 3B, 3C, 7B and 7C.

[0049] The combining of the SPDT switch and the SPDT or DPDT relay of Figs.1A and 1B via two traveler lines T1 or T2 for connecting the SPDT switch 1 with the SPDT relay 18 of the AC device 10 or the DPDT relay 19 of the AC device 10B, disclosed in the referenced US patents and applications is for providing two independent on-off switching of an AC appliance, remotely via any of the relays of the AC devices 10 or 10B and manually via the switch 1.

[0050] The switching circuits of Fig.1B illustrates how it is possible to switch a given appliance on-off remotely via the DPDT relay 19 of the AC device 10B and via two manual SPDT on-off switches 1 and via n number of cascading DPDT switches, not shown here but are disclosed in the referenced US patents and applications. The known Dual Pole-Dual Throw (DPDT) switches and relays, connected in a cascaded traveler chain, cross or connect the travelers in straight lines. As disclosed in the US patents and applications the switch over from straight to cross of each DPDT switch enables n number of DPDT switches to be connected in the cascading circuit for manually switching the electrical lights or appliance on-off, independently by any one of the DPDT switches in the line, and/or remotely via the disclosed DPDT or SPDT relays.

[0051] The remote switching of a cascaded traveler line however presents a reliability issue, wherein for error-free remote switching of an appliance it is necessary to know the appliance operating status. It is necessary to know if the appliance power is on or off before commanding the relay to switch over. Without appliance status, the reversing of an SPDT or DPDT relay may switch the appliance power opposite of the intended command. For example, not knowing that a heater is switched off, commanding the heater relay to switch off may switch the heater on. It is possible to identify if a light fixture is lit or not on the basis, for example, of a commands fed to a driver circuit of a remotely operated SPST (Single Pole Single Throw) relay. But it is not possible to rely on a command to an SPDT or DPDT relay switches to be connected in the cascading circuit for manually switching the electrical lights or appliance on-off, independently by any one of the DPDT switches in the line, and/or remotely via the disclosed DPDT or SPDT relays.

[0052] Further, for an SPDT relay control to become truly reliable it is necessary to feed a returned confirmation or data pertaining to the current drain or the on-off status of the light or the AC appliance, propagated from the light or the appliance to the controller. This mandate a two way or bidirectional communications, control commands to the AC power relays or the appliance itself and a returned confirmations, status or power current drain data from the appliances or the AC relay device to the
controller. The need for feeding current drain or power consumption data to the power stations are the core topic and the main objectives for the home automation considerations and the debates around the world held presently on the subject of signal or data connectivity and the smart grid programs.

[0053] The pending US applications disclose bidirectional IR and RF communications (in air), and visual light communications via lightguide or fiber optic cable for remotely operating appliances including the receiving of a returned data. Even though wireless communications are perceived to be simple, they are not very reliable, for example, movements or placement of obstructing objects within a room may obstruct the line of sight of an IR remote on-off command to a given appliances, including a command from an IR remote control repeater disclosed in the referenced patents and applications. The appliance returned confirmation and/or the on or off command itself may become obstructed and unreliable.

[0054] RF may transmit and receive erroneously by invading to and from other residences and/or the RF signals do not necessarily cover the whole residences and commands or returned data are not communicated or do not reach their destinations as intended. RF network for covering many appliances and AC outlets of a residence require extensive, complex and accurate addressing that are far beyond the electrical installers training and knowhow.

[0055] The reliability issue relating to the unknown state of the SPDT switches 1 shown in Figs.1A and 1B making the on or off state of either the switch lever 5 and/or the relay’s poles P and P1/P2 unclear. This is why the positions of the levers 5 shown in Figs.1A and 1B are not termed on or off, but as position 1 (Pos.1) and position 2 (Pos.2). The inability to have an accurate on-off state of either the SPDT or the DPDT switch and the relay 18 or 19 shown in Figs.1A and 1B presents a system reliability problem. The reason for this is the impossibility for the AC device 10 or 10B to identify the poles P of the switch or switches 5 and the poles P1/P2 of DPDT switches (not shown) Pos.1 or Pos.2 statuses.

[0056] The solutions for providing a reliable on-off status to a dedicated controller or to the video interphone or to the shopping terminal that control the AC devices, the electrical switches and the AC outlets of the home automation are disclosed in the referenced US patents and applications, namely the introduction of the current sensor 16. The current sensor 16, be it current sensor by induction, magnetic hall sensing circuit, or any of other known current sensing circuits and methods, identifies in real time the appliance status for propagating an optical signal containing data pertaining the status of the appliance via lightguides or IR in air and/or propagating RF signals.

[0057] This data includes the verifying of the current drain, and thus enabling the controller to positively switch on and off the light or the appliance. Moreover it provides the base for the residences, offices or other businesses or organizations to report their real time current drain or power consumption to the power station’s smart grid.

[0058] The DC power for the relays 18 or 19, the CPU 11 or 21 and other internal circuits can use a residual rectified AC power by tapping on the residual voltage or current drain between live AC line and the load, using circuits disclosed in the referenced US patent and applications or any other known switching power supply circuits for the low DC current needed and/or the use of low DC voltage or current analog regulators.

[0059] As explained in the referenced US patents and applications the reason for not connecting the AC neutral line to the AC device is the intent to connect the AC switching device through the commonly employed AC power wiring as used for connecting AC switches. Since the currently installed wiring use only live AC and load lines, i.e., only two wires are commonly found in the conduits and in the wall boxes, the intent was to provide devices that operated with the commonly existing two wires for lighting and other appliances with no change. The DC powering circuits for such common wiring however are more complex, less efficient, require compromises and are costlier.

[0060] On the other hand, the existing rules, codes and regulations of all known electrical wiring permit unrestricted introduction of AC neutral line into the conduit and any of the AC electrical wall boxes, including the connections of such AC neutral line to any and all AC switching and other AC devices and circuits. Moreover, considering that the present invention calls for the physical introduction of lightguide and fiber optic cables to the AC device, the simultaneous introduction of the neutral AC line with the lightguide is the most cost effective answer to provide a small size AC device for attachment to a popular AC switch of the present invention. With the neutral line in the box it is simple to introduce a well known low current DC power supply, powered by the AC power line, using low power switching regulators ICs such as disclosed in the referenced US patents and applications and similar low consumption power supplies.

[0061] From the above description it becomes clear that the SPDT AC switching devices of the present invention can be installed into a standard electrical AC boxes, wired in compliance with the electrical codes and rules, without any significant changes to the basic wiring of the commonly installed electrical systems and be attached to SPDT or DPDT AC switches with non compromised efficiency, low cost and simplicity.

[0062] The reference patent applications 12/725,808 and 12/963,876 teach a cascaded connections of lightguides or fiber optic cables to the AC switching and other AC devices and appliances such as light fixtures. The patent application 12/236,656 discloses the many other variations for attaching lightguide and fiber optic cable to optical accesses. The lightguide cables ends are terminated by a sharp guillotine cutter for attachment to the optical accesses, disclosed as one way or unidirectional and two way or bidirectional and combinations thereof.
[0063] From the above summary and explanation including the referenced US patents and applications it is clear that AC switching devices with or without current sensors can be controlled via a cascading chain of optical signals through the lightguides or fiber optic cables, and by IR adjusted to be in line of sight and/or by wireless RF signals.

[0064] From the teaching of the referenced US patents and applications it also become clear that the AC devices such as current sensors or AC switching devices or AC outlets can be set with address pertaining the particulars of the appliance including the room or zone of the premises, via setting selectors 24-1 - 24-n of Figs.1A, 1B, 2C, 3C, 4A and 4B and/or via downloading such particulars and address into a memory included in the AC device. This includes the downloading via RF signals, IR in air signals and directly via optical signal through the lightguide or the fiber optic cable and via hand held device into the one or more lightguide accesses, termed optoports, of the AC device.

[0065] The difference between the AC devices of the present invention and the disclosed AC devices in the referenced US patents and application is in the programs of the AC devices and the method to assign "double keying" to the keys of the AC devices or "double action" to the levers of the switches such as "on-off-on" or "off-on-off". The assignment is applicable to any of the AC devices installed behind the popular SPDT or DPDT switches, or side by side with the switches within the same wall box or connected by traveler wires and installed at distance from the switches, for switching on-off a group or all of the lights or appliances as explained further below.

[0066] Another difference is the multi relays AC device 20 shown in Fig.2, packaged into a single AC device for switching on-off 2, 4, 6, 8 or n lights or other appliances shown in Figs.4A, 4B and 5. The multi relay AC device 20 comprises circuits similar to circuits shown in Fig.1A. The AC device 20 is characterized by the plurality of SPDT relays for connection to plurality of SPDT or DPDT switches. The relays 18-1, 18-2 and 18-n shown in Fig.2 are similar relays to the relay 18 of Fig.1A, with each pair of the terminals T1 and T2 connect to an SPDT or DPDT switch. The CPU and drivers 21 of the AC device 20 is programmed to operate anyone of the relays 18-1 - 18-n individually, a group of or all of the relays as commanded by the keys 25-1 - 25-n, be it off or on individually, or of a group or all of the relays. For an error free switching the CPU and driver 21 must be provided with the statuses of all the loads connected to the SPDT switch directly, or via a cascaded chain of DPDT switches (not shown).

[0067] The referenced patents and applications teach the use of current sensor for identifying the status of the load. The term load is used to replace the terms lights and appliances used above.

[0068] Figs.1A and 1B show two sensors, the current sensor 16 and the status sensor 15. The status sensor 15 shown is not needed for the AC devices 10 and 10B because the current sensor 16, connected in series with the load, through the contacts of the relays 18 or 19 and through the SPDT or DPDT switch or switches will positively identify the current drain through the load and therefore provide error free status.

[0069] The status sensor 15 in contrast to the current sensor 16 does not provide current drain values or data, it does provide however a status data by identifying the relay pole position versus the SPDT switch position and outputting a signal when the relay pole or the manual SPDT switch disconnect the live AC power from the load. In simple terms the status sensor outputs a signal when the load is connected to one of the T1 or T2 travelers terminal and the live AC is fed to the other traveler terminal.

[0070] Fig.2B shows an electrical circuit or a block diagram of a conceptual circuit of the status sensor 15 of the preferred embodiment of the present invention, wherein the two shown sensing resistors R2 and R3 both having high ohm value are connected to the two traveler terminals T1 and T2 of the SPDT relay 18. R2 and R3 are connected together at their other end via a series resistor R4 to the FET Q1 gate and via a zener diode D1 to the ground. For clarification, the ground potential and the DC polarity fed by the power supply 17 for powering the CPU, the relays and the other circuits of the AC devices 10, 10B and 20 is connected to the live AC. The ground DC potential and the positive DC or VCC is for example +12V or +5V or +nV measured vs the AC live line.

[0071] The AC live line is connected directly to the pole terminals of all the shown relays 18 and 19 and therefore when the relay pole 18 is in contact with terminal T2, the opposite pole position shown in Fig.2B, the sensor resistor R3 is at a DC ground potential and the FET Q1 gate signal is zero, keeping the FET Q1 in off state.

[0072] The pole of relay 18 shown in Fig.2B is in contact with terminal T1 while the load R1 is in contact with terminal T2 of switch 1. Accordingly the load R1 that is fixedly connected to the neutral line N and is shown cut from direct contact with the live AC is serially connected to the live AC via the sensor resistors R2 and R3 instead. The resultant voltage divider R2 and R3 (the resistance of R1 load is negligible) provide a minute current through R4 and the zener D1 to ground and an adequate voltage potential to the FET gate to switch the FET Q1 on. The switched on FET output signal to the CPU 21 identifies a non connected load, or an "off" status data to the CPU and drivers 21.

[0073] The memory 21A of the CPU and drivers 21 stores both the relay driver status and the identified switch 1 pole position status that are needed for the CPU to operate the relays without error, such that the individual relays 18, 18-1 to 18-n and 19 will each be operated to contact T1 or T2 terminal, commensurate with the on-commands or off-commands by the keys 25, 25-1 to 25-n, or by a command received from the automation controller shown in Fig.6A via the optoports, IR or RF commands, via a PC network and the Internet, or as will be
explained below, by a double, triple or multi keying of the keys 25 or the switching over of the SPDT switches 5 or the SPDT switches (not shown) through a repeated actions as programmed.

[0074] The shown AC devices 10, 10B and 20 of Figs.1A, 1B and 2A include the many circuits such as cascading optoports 12-1 and 12-2 for the lightguides 6, IR and RF transceivers 13 and 14, the current sensor 16, the status sensor 15, the setting selectors 24-1 ~ 24-n, the key 25 in AC devices 10 and 10B and 25-1 ~ 25-n in AC device 20. AC device 20 also includes plurality of status sensors 15-1 ~ 15-n and indicators 23, 23-1 ~ 23-n.

[0075] It is clear that not all the circuits need to be included, for example, when no cascading lightguides are used only a single optoport 12 is needed, and when only IR or RF commands are used, no optoports are used and only IR 13 or RF 14 transceivers are included in the AC device 10, 10B or 20. It is preferred for the AC device 20 that employs plurality of relays 18 to have a matching plurality number of status sensors 15, keys 25 and indicators 23 for indicating the status of each relay 18 via a transparent portion of the key 25 but different circuits, with or without keys and peripheral components can be used instead.

[0076] As disclosed in the referenced patents and applications the settings for the AC devices, such as the room or the zone where the AC device is installed or operated, the appliance identifications and other operation details can be set via a setting selectors 24-1 ~ 24-n or via optical downloading through the optoports 12, IR downloading via the IR transceiver 13 or RF downloading via the RF transceiver 14. Such downloading and setting include the programs for switching on-off a group of lights or appliances and all the lights and appliances as explained later.

[0077] Accordingly, the inclusion of setting selectors 24-1 ~ 24-n and the position sensors 15 or the current sensor 16 into the individual circuits 10, 10B or 20 or into different AC devices can vary according to the intended purposes, and not all the circuits shown are needed or included.

[0078] The question of the use of the current sensor 16 versus the status sensor 15 involves the specific requirement and/or the need to report current consumption as measured. The status sensor 15 is cheaper to introduce, and it uses small, low power, low cost signal components. The current sensor cost is higher, the components used are larger in size and the PCB patterns are heavier and thicker. The question of which to use therefore is not a technical issue, but a commercial and/or a compliance issue with the authorities future requirements to report real time power consumption.

[0079] Another solution is to use the position sensor 15 by installing into the memory the specified power consumption of the load by the user. This enables to report power consumption as recorded and stored in the memory and not necessarily as measured.

[0080] In the case of the AC device 20 of Fig.2A the shown setup is a preferred solution, wherein the current sensor 16 is providing a total power consumption or current drained values through the plurality of the relays for the reporting purposes, while each individual relay 18 is provided with position sensor for the control of each individual load, group of loads and all the loads connected to the AC device 20.

[0081] From the above explanation it is clear that different combinations of circuits and peripheral components can be used for providing many variations to the shown circuits and devices of the present invention, which is to provide simple switching on-off of lights and other appliances to include one specific light or appliance, a group of lights or appliances or all the lights or appliances as set and programmed and operated via the keys 25, 25-1 ~ 25-n, the SPDT switches 1, the DPDT switches (not shown), a controller command, and remotely via the automation network or the Internet. The referenced to automation network include all the networks referred to above, optical via lightguides, IR, RF, wired and wired with power feed, or any of them.

[0082] The referenced patent application 13/086,610 discloses the many popular and/or standard AC SPDT or DPDT switches as manufactured by different well known brands such as Legrand of France, Gewiss of Italy and Leviton, Pass & Seymour or Cooper of the US. The referenced application also shows the mounting methods of the combined AC switching device and the AC manual SPDT switches into the wall boxes. Figs.3A, 3B and 3C show such combined assemblies of AC devices 10 and the SPDT or DPDT switches. Particularly, Fig.3A shows the front and the rear of two SPDT Gewiss switches 1IT with two AC devices 10IT assemblies wherein 1IT stands for Italy. The Gewiss 1IT switches are assembled side by side with the AC devices 10IT with each pair is connected by the travelers wires T1 and T2. The shown AC devices are connected in cascaded chain via the lightguides 6-1, 6-2 and 6-3. The AC line L and the neutral line N are also cascading between the switches, highlighting the simplicity of such installation.

[0083] The front view of the same switches 1IT and AC devices 10IT shows the lever keys 5 of the switches 1IT and the indicator 23 through a transparent portion of the AC device 10IT front. The front cover of the AC device 10IT can be a fixed cover or a key type cover for operating the key switch 25 shown in Figs.1A and 1B. The shown front view includes a decorative wall cover 7IT. The switches 1IT pole terminals are connected to loads 9 shown as fluorescent bulbs.

[0084] Fig.3B shows a rear view of an SPDT switch 1FR manufactured by Legrand of France, physically attached to an AC device 10FR and mounted into a wall frame. The attachment (not shown here, but shown in the referenced application) includes two traveler pins for connecting the traveler lines to the switch 1FR. The AC device 10FR is shown connected to the lightguides 6-1 and 6-2 in a cascaded chain and to AC wires L and N. The switch 1FR pole is shown connected to a load 9, a
fluorescent bulb. The AC device 10FR also includes a two color LED illuminator 23 for illuminating the front key 5FR with on-off indication. The shown front view of the switch 1FR and the AC device 10FR assembly is covered by the decorative wall cover 7FR.

[0085] Fig.3C shows two exploded views of the assembly of the AC device 10US, made to fit a popular SPDT switch manufactured by Leviton, Pass & Seymour or Cooper 1US, including the wall box 8US and the wall cover 7US. The traveler T1 and T2 of the AC device 10US are metal links for physical attachment to the T1 and T2 screw terminals on both sides of the switch 1US and the attachment of the metal links hold the AC device 10US and the switch 1US together. The load terminal of the switch 1US is connected to a load 9 shown as fluorescent bulb. The power line L and N and the two cascading lightguides 6-1 and 6-2 are shown connected to the terminals L and N and to the optoports of the AC device 10US.

[0086] Figs.3A, 3B and 3C illustrate clearly that many of the popular SPDT AC switches, known also as three way switches or four way switches (DPDT) and/or change over switches or straight-cross switches, can be combined with AC devices 10 and 10B and installed into a standard electrical wall box to provide manual and automatic on-off switching of light or appliances, providing the user to operate the electricals the way they are accustomed to and in parallel via the automation network as will be discussed further below.

[0087] Fig.4A shows front views of the AC device 20 in four variations 20-2, 20-4, 20-6 and 20-8 comprising 2, 4, 6 and 8 relays 18 and 2, 4, 6 and 8 keys 25. The keys numbered from 25-1 to 25-8 can be illuminated keys for indicating each light or appliance status by the indicator 23, which can be multicolor indicators for indicating on, off or stand by status and other statuses.

[0088] The shown AC devices include IR receiver 13B for receiving commands from an IR remote control or IR repeater 63 shown in Fig.6A and in the referenced patents and applications. Each of the four shown AC devices 20 include setting selectors 24-1 and 24-2 for setting the room or zone of the premises and for setting the operation mode of the AC devices 20-2 to 20-8.

[0089] Fig.4B shows an exploded view of the installation of the AC device 20 into a single gang electrical box 8US, that is standard in the US and into a similar size European box 8EU. The AC device 20 is installed into the box using the two shown screws 28 and it is covered by a wall cover 8IT that is similar to the wall cover 7IT of Fig.3A but is shorter in its length, the 7IT covers four Gewiss switches and the 8IT covers three Gewiss switches, however any wall cover and design can be used and with different size wall boxes.

[0090] The shown AC device 20 can be made for 12 or 15 or 20 lights with its keys organized in vertical rows or combination of rows. Electrical wiring devices in general are designed to be modern appealing to the architect and designers and the shown AC device 20 is one design out of limitless possible designs.

[0091] Fig.5 shows an illustrative wiring diagram for connecting the AC device 20-8 to eight SPDT light switches, each connected to the AC device 20-8 via two traveler wires T1 and T2 and each SPDT switch connects through its pole to a load 9 shown as a fluorescent bulb. The shown rear view of the AC device 20-8 includes terminals L an N for the AC power and two optoports 12-1 and 12-2 for connecting in cascaded chain the lightguides 6-1 and 6-2.

[0092] The traveler wires T1 and TR are a standard wiring method used in residences and other premises, and the AC device 20 therefore can be installed and connected as a standard AC wiring device which provide a low cost solution to a group or all of the lights of a given residence or other premises. Yet, the AC device 20 provides full automation and the ability to switch on-off a group or all the lights and other appliances via a single key 25 and/or via a single SPDT switch connected to the AC device 20 or to any of the AC devices 10, 10B or 20 as will be explained later.

[0093] Fig.6A is a block diagram of an automation system comprising a controller 800, such as video interphone monitor unit, a shopping terminal, or a dedicated controller that is communicating two way data through a two way processor 802 with the CPU and driver/processor 40 of an automation distributor 600 for distributing or propagating the control commands, confirmations, statuses and current drains or power consumption by the loads, via an RF transceiver 64 and antenna 64A, IR transceivers 63-1 ~ 63-n including IR TX 13A-1 ~ 13A-n, optoports 62-1 ~ 62-n comprising plastic optical fiber transceivers 12A, wired data driver with power feed 69P and/or wired data driver 69, each via multiple terminals 61P-1 ~ 61P-n and 61-1 ~ 61-n via a twisted pair or other communication cables and via a USB driver 65 for communicating with a PC 66 and via the Internet 67. The PC 66 may include local or dedicated network for communicating the automation data (not shown).

[0094] The CPU and Driver processor 60 further include system memory 60A and codes memory or protocols memory 60B. The terminal 61P-1 is shown connected to a keypad 70 that each of its keys can be set via setting selectors similar to the setting selectors 24-1 ~ 24-n and/or can be downloaded with a program for setting its keys by the user. The system is powered by the power supply 68.

[0095] The referenced patents and applications disclose the use of the video interphone or the shopping terminal 800 as the processing center of the residence or other premises automation, including the reporting via the video interphone or the home automation system or the dedicated system the itemized current drain or power consumption to the appropriate electrical authority and/or similar bodies.

[0096] Similar to the shown AC devices in Figs.1A and 1B not all the shown circuit in Fig.6A need to be included in the system control and the automation network. Only specific required circuits such as IR transceiver and re-
peater 63, RF transceiver 64, optoports 62 and/or wired data drivers 61P and 61 can be used and included in the automation network. The need for USB or other PC interface is also an option, so is the controller 800. The preferred embodiment of the present invention will operate with or without the controller 800 and/or with or without the PC as will be explained below.

**[0097]** Fig.6B is an illustration of the automation distributor 600 with the lightguides attachment process to the shown optoports 62-1 ~ 62-n and with the terminals 61 and 61P for connecting wired data devices via twisted pairs 61C and 61D. The lightguide 6 is shown being attached to the optoport 62 using a holder 6H.

**[0098]** As explained above the AC devices 10, 10B and 20 include at least one of the sensors 15 and 16 for sensing the current drain and/or the load on-off status, both of which provide the needed data to the CPU 11 or 21 including recording into the memory the last updated status of the given light or appliance. The memory also stores the latest status of the relay driver to provide the needed data for an error free on-off switching. The on-off switching is operated in effect three ways, by the key 25 of the AC devices 10, 10B and 20, by the manual SPDT or DPDT switch and by the automation system. The automation system controls including keypads such as keypad 70 shown in Fig.6A, a touch screen or keys of the controller 800, an IR or RF remote control, a PC and/or the Internet.

**[0099]** All such automation control commands involve the reversing of the relay 18 or 19 position, from Pos.1 to Pos.2 or from Pos.2 to Pos.1. However, when the load is in off state and the command is to switch the load off, the CPU will not command the relay driver to reverse the relay state. Same will apply when the load state is on and the command is to switch the load on, the CPU will not command the relay driver to reverse the relay state or status.

**[0100]** It is clear from the above that a command propagated to the AC device 10, 10B or 20 to switch on or off the light or an appliance or as termed the load, via the automation network, be it wireless IR or RF, or an optical signal via the lightguide, the AC device will act upon the command only if the appliance status is opposite to the command, i.e., if the appliance is in off state the AC device will act only upon receiving switch on command. Similarly the AC device will act on a switch off command only when the appliance status is on, but the AC device will not act upon switch off command when the load is in off state. Instead the AC device will propagate updated status to the controller 800 and the CPU 60, the keypad 70 and other controlling devices that uses memory (not shown), or will respond with an error command received and no action followed.

**[0101]** The controlling via the key 25 of the AC devices 10, 10B and via any of the keys 25-1 ~ 25-n of the AC device 20 is differently acted upon. The illuminated keys are updated instantly when the load status is changed from on to off or off to on.

**[0102]** The preferred embodiment of the present invention uses the indicators 23 for indicating the on-off status of the load, for example by using multicolor LEDs with red indicating off and green indicating on. Further, as the key 25 is operated manually by a user (present on site) the user is able to verify if the light or the appliance is on or off. Accordingly the AC devices 10, 10B and 20 are programmed to switch over or reverse the relay 18 position via its driver regardless if the state is on or off, while updating the recorded status in the memory and simultaneously propagating a change status data or protocol through the automation network and updating the indicator 23 color to commensurate with the new status as verified by the status sensor 15 or the current sensor 16 or both.

**[0103]** The switching on-off by the manual SPDT or DPDT switch as disclosed in the referenced patents and applications does not change or reverses the relay driver status. It is a mechanical change of the pole of switch 1 from its contact with terminal T1 to T2 or vice versa, for connecting or cutting of the power from the load. This does not reverse the relay 18 pole or change the status of the relay driver, retaining the driver status in the AC device memory as is.

**[0104]** The only change in the stored data in the memory is the load on-off status as detected by the current sensor 16 or the status sensor 15, which is routinely propagated to the controller 800, via the automation network and devices, similar to a change in status reporting explained above and the updating of the indicators to commensurate with the new status.

**[0105]** Summarizing the on-off switching method provided by the keys 25 and the SPDT or DPDT AC device that are connected via travelers to SPDT or DPDT electric switches and the responses are:

A. Remotely switching the load via keypads, touch screen, remote control units including remote control by alarm devices such as motion detectors or magnetic contacts, and via a PC, mobile and the Internet.

A1. The on-off commands are compared with the relay driver status and the load status and are acted upon by reversing the relay position only if the received command is opposite to the load status.

B. Operating the AC devices key or keys for reversing the relay position via the relay drivers.

B1. The relay will reverse its position regardless of the on or off status at the time of switching, and propagating the new status via the automation network to all the referred above devices and controllers.

C. Operating the SPDT or DPDT mechanical switches be it push, lever key, toggle or slide switch for connecting or cutting the electric power to the load.
C1. The relay driver and the relay itself will not be reversed or changed. The AC device will detect the load status and will propagate the new detected status through the automation network to all the referred above devices and controllers and will update the indicators of the AC device.

[0106] A command to switch on or off a group of, or all of the loads can be generated by any of the referenced controllers including the video interphone or the shopping terminal 800 or a dedicated controller, via a touch screen, the keypad 70, or a remote control unit be it IR or RF or wired including all the control and operating devices disclosed in the referenced patents and applications. The commands propagated via the automation network are to switch on or off a group of loads or all the loads such as lights or air condition or heating or combinations thereof.

[0107] The group can be summed up and programmed into the controller to include specific lights and/or appliances in a given room or zone or in a common area by the installer of the system or by the user himself. The user can program the system via the controller touch screen or via the setting selectors that are included, for example, in the keypad 70, similar to the setting selectors 24-1 - 24-n, or by downloading such “group” programs or “all” programs, for example, “all lights” or “all HVAC” (Heating, Ventilation, Air Condition), or such as “close all window shutters”, from remote control units via IR, RF, or optical signals through a loading lightguide adaptor or via the PC 66 through the USB driver 65 shown in Fig.6A.

[0108] The assigning keys of a keypad or touch icons of a touch screen, or operating “all” command via and an assigned “all” key of a remote control unit is disclosed in the referenced patents and applications. However the assigning of a key to a “group” of loads is not disclosed, not via the controller 800 or the other automation network devices. The disclosure in the referenced patent and application is to switch “all” appliances such as all lights of a given room or zone via an assigned key or icon that is set by setting switches including the setting of a key in a keypad, such as the shown keypad 70. The setting and the programming on-off switching of a group of lights or other appliances through a key of an AC device 10, 10B or 20 and/or via the mechanical SPDT or DPDT switches are novel and are explained further below.

[0109] Two solutions explained below include the introduction of the AC device 20 and the plurality of SPDT relays 18 or a plurality of SPDT semiconductor switches similar to the disclosed SPDT semiconductor relays or switches in the referenced patents and applications including the plurality of keys 25-1 - 25-n and the new, novel introduction, of the sensor circuit 15.

[0110] Another solution is the use of the keys 25 of the AC devices 10 and 10B and the keys 25-1 - 25-n for switching on-off via multi keying actions, wherein the first key action switches on or off the light or appliance that is directly connected to the AC device 10 or 10B. The second action following the first action is a key action to switch on or off a group of lights or appliances and the following third key action switches on or off the all lights or appliances as programmed. Similar multi actions to switch on-off apply to the SPDT or DPDT manual switches, the first switching is the power cut or apply to the directly wired light or appliance, the second action through the mechanical switch operate the CPU 11 to switch a group and the third is to switch all.

[0111] The term action as referred to the keys 25 and to a switch lever of a mechanical SPDT or DPDT switch can be push, depress, click, toggle, slide or any other action commensurate with the type of the key or the switch used.

[0112] Shown in Fig.7A is an AC device 10 with a push key 25, and an action by the user finger such as dual push A-B. The AC device 10 is connected to an SPDT switch 1 or to a DPDT switch via two travelers T1 and T2 (not shown), but shown in Figs.1A and 1B.

[0113] With the first push of the key 25 the CPU will respond by reversing the relay switch 19 state. If the light was on it will switch off the connected light and vice versa, if the light is off it will switch it on, the second B push, such as “double click” within a given time period between the pushes A and B, for example 500mSec. or 1.0 Sec. the CPU will generate and propagate a command through the automation network to switch on a group of lights or other appliances as programmed by the controller.

[0114] Not shown, but a third push or “triple click” within an equal or similar time period, the CPU will generate and propagate through the automation network a command to switch on all other lights or appliances as programmed. The CPU will instantly respond to the pushing or keying or acting upon the key 25 the second or third time with no reference to the current or position sensing. The individual lights or appliances i.e., the “other” loads of the group or all of the loads, each operated by other individual AC devices, will provide error free switching, by reversing the relay driver or not following the command, in accordance with the individual current or status sensing by each individual AC devices, ensuring that the command to switch its connected load on or off will “reverse” or “stay” to commensurate with the command as received.

[0115] Considering the mechanical SPDT switch pole and key lever movements, the programmed time duration, for example 0.5 Sec. or 1.0 Sec., is a duration to enable a mechanical action by the switch lever 5 or other type of switches to complete their movements. As explained above, the AC device will not reverse its relay position when the mechanical movement from contact T1 to contact T2 is completed, but as the current sensor or the status sensor detect a change or a reversal in the status from on to off or off to on, it will trigger the start of the time duration clock. If within this time duration a new status change or reversal is detected it will trigger a command from the CPU to switch off or on a group of loads,
yet the next detection within the following time period will trigger a command to switch all on or all off. Both the "group" command and the "all" command are propagated by the AC device 10 through the automation network.

[0116] The structure commands for the AC devices and the automation system are disclosed in the referenced pending application 12/963,876. The commands and reporting include a link code for connecting two or more AC devices and other devices of the system. The standard commands include switch on and all switch off all commands, this is simple to introduce because the all commands need not be programmed. The programming to a group of loads to switch on or switch off requires entries into the controller menu, listing the group of loads to be operated by a given AC device or its associated SPDT or DPDT switch. When the AC device transmits a group command to switch on or switch off, the controller follows with corresponding commands to the listed loads in the menu.

[0117] Another method is to program each AC device to directly transmit on-off commands to an assigned group of loads including the particulars of each load in the group for direct command and confirmation exchange with each load in the group.

[0118] The on switching steps or off switching steps are defined by the first manual switching action, wherein if the light was off and the lever key of the manual SPDT switch was flipped over to switch on the light (i.e., the mechanical contact was changed from T2 to T1 of Fig.2B) the light will instantly switch on as the electric power circuit is restored.

[0119] At this point of time, the current sensor 16 will feed a signal to the CPU that current is flowing and the light is on, or the status sensor output (that until this point was a positive signal identifying off state) will cut its signal to identify an on state. Be it the current sensor 16 or the status sensor 15 or both reversing their status to on state, the status reversing triggers the start of the duration timer, and if during the time duration, the status is changed again (this time to off state) the CPU is programmed to command its relay 18 driver to reverse position and to generate and propagate a group on command, comprising the AC device location and particulars, such that the controller 800 and/or the distributor 600 will propagate on commands to the group of lights as programmed.

[0120] At this point a re-reversed status triggers the duration timer again, and if another status reversal will take place (the SPDT switch re-keyed for the third time) the AC device 10 or 10B will reverse the relay 18 again and will generate and propagate a switch on command to all, thereby switching on all the lights as programmed. It is clear that when the initial command was to switch on, the next command and the next-next command will both be on commands. When the first switch action is to switch off the directly connected light, the same switching off of a group of lights and all the lights will follow.

[0121] However, when the time duration as programmed is passed, the manual switch will operate as a common light switch. Reversing of the SPDT switch will reverse the light status. In this example if the first switching was to switch off the light and two seconds later the user flips the lever key 5 (the time duration is over) the CPU will not respond to the key lever flipping (that changes the status) and the direct connected light will be switched on again by reconnecting the electric power direct, such as light is operated in a common practices, cut or connect the power by a manual light switch.

[0122] It is clear from the above that a key 25 of an AC device 10 or 10B can be pushed once, twice or three times within a programmed time duration for switching on the directly connected light or appliance, a group of lights or appliances or combinations thereof as programmed and all the lights or appliances and combinations thereof as programmed.

[0123] It is similarly clear that the key 25 can switch off the directly connected light or appliance, a group of lights or appliances and all the lights and appliances and combinations thereof as programmed, in a reverse processes to switch off within the time duration.

[0124] It is also clear that same processes will apply to the manual SPDT or DPDT switches. The one difference will be the momentary switch off of the directly connected lights or the appliances during the mechanical movement of the pole between the two contacts T1 and T2 of the mechanical switch, when the command to switch a group or all is processed.

[0125] But the fraction of a second flash of light or switch off the light is viewed as a short flashing, confirming the switching command, and will not otherwise cause any disturbance to the process. The process of repeated on actions such as pushing the SPDT or DPDT switch lever are shown in Fig.7B as A, B and C of the Gewiss switch lever 5IT. The illustrative opposite off actions are shown in Fig.7C where the action is the pushing of the switch lever 7US of the Leviton SPDT or DPDT switches.

[0126] Further, the shown front face of the AC device 10IT can be a push key for direct keying once, twice or three times to switch the direct connected light, a group of lights or all the lights as programmed, side by side with the ability to switch on or off the lights via the Gewiss lever key.

[0127] The AC device 20 shown in Fig.5 is a cost effective device to operate a group of lights and is another preferred embodiment of the present invention. The assembling of plurality of relays and keys into one unit is very cost effective because it reduces substantially the parts and enclosures used and it provides for directly connecting a group of lights that need not use AC devices individually, thereby further simplifying the propagated programs for the automation.

[0128] A single AC device 20 can be installed in each room or zone of the premises to become the AC device and keypad of the rooms and zones for operating each individual light and a group of the directly connected lights. In a first example, key 1 that switches light 1 on-off is programmed such that the CPU will respond to dou-
ble keying by key 1 and command the switching on or switching off all the 1 ~ 8 group of lights. The third keying will switch on or off all the lights including the lights of other rooms and zones by propagating switch on or switch off "all" command via the automation network.

Similarly in a second example, key 5 that switches light 5 on-off is programmed such that the CPU will respond to the second keying and command the switching on or switching off the 5 ~ 8 group of lights, while key 1 is programmed in this second example to be the on-off key for light 1 and for the 1-4 group of lights.

Many other combinations for switching lights and other appliances in "scenarios" combinations, for example lights only combinations via given keys, HVAC by other given keys and window blinds combinations by a third group of keys and providing group combinations via each key, for example by the third click, covering the lights, the HVAC and the blinds in different scenarios by each individual key. The combining of a plurality of relays 18 into one unit, having a control panel like keypad for individual light switching, group of lights and scenario switching, in locations such as entrance, bed room, living room and the kitchen provide the most convenient means for operating the automation.

The switching on or off the individual light, group of lights and all as programmed.

The reference to keys 25-1 ~ 25-n of the AC device 20 is not limited to the keys 25 only. The same way the manual SPDT or DPDT switch is operated in multi steps switching with AC devices 10 or 10B applies to the AC devices 20. Every SPDT switch shown connected to the AC device 20 in Fig.5 can be operated in the multi steps switching for individual, group, scenario, and all as programmed.

Transforming of the well known AC switches, be it the SPDT switch known as a changeover or three way switch, or the DPDT switch known as four way or Cross-straight switch, into a multi step switch makes the switches convenient for operating the lights and appliances of an automation system in residence, homes, businesses and other buildings, be it in school or public facilities and others. This is in addition to the operating the AC devices via IR or RF remote control and via the automation network of Fig.6A, making the residence automation simple to operate from anywhere within the residence and from outside the residence and providing simple setting by the user to accommodate the user needs and desire.

Claims

1. A method for switching a plurality of loads in steps, each load (9) is operated by an electric circuit including one of SPDT and DPDT relay (18; 19) of an AC device (10; 10B; 20; 20-2...8) and at least one SPDT and DPDT switch (1), said method comprising the steps of:

   a. connecting a pair of traveler wires (T1, T2) between said relay (18; 19) and said switch (1), an AC power to said AC device (10; 10B; 20; 20-2...8) and to a pole of said relay (18; 19) and said load (9) to a pole of said switch (1);
   b. installing said AC device (10; 10B; 20; 20-2...8) and said load (9) to a pole of said switch (1) into one of a single electric box together and individually into separated electric boxes;
   c. setting particulars of said each load via at least one of said setting selector (24-1...n) and downloading into said memory (21A) of each said AC device including particulars of a selected cluster of said plurality of loads;
   d. keying said first switch for switching said first load on or off; and
   e. detecting by one of said current sensor (16) and said status sensor (15) said first load post keying status,

   characterized by further comprising the steps of:

   f. triggering a timer by said detecting with a time limit for rekeying;
   g. rekeying said first switch within said time limit for recalling said cluster switching; and
   h. propagating a cluster switching command commensurate with said post keying status to each AC device (10; 10B; 20; 20-2...8) associated with said cluster of loads via said at least one of controller network and directly.

2. The method for switching a plurality of loads in steps according to claim 1, wherein the rekeying of said first switch refreshes said timer with an extended time limit for a repeat rekeying, said method com-
The method for switching a plurality of loads in steps 6.

5. The method for switching a plurality of loads in steps comprising the further steps of:
   i. rekeying said first switch within said extended time limit for recalling said plurality switching;
   j. propagating a plurality switching command commensurate with said post keying status to each AC device (10; 10B; 20; 20-2...8) associated with said plurality of loads via said at least one of controller network and directly.

3. The method for switching a plurality of loads in steps according to claims 1 and 2, wherein said loads (9) are grouped into one of a part of a cluster and more than one cluster, and wherein said cluster is one of at least two loads and all said plurality of loads.

4. The method for switching a plurality of loads in steps according to claims 1 to 3, wherein said assigned first load is selected from a group comprising a single load of said cluster, at least two loads of said cluster, all loads of said cluster and at least one load of said plurality of loads.

5. The method for switching a plurality of loads in steps according to claims 1 to 4, wherein said AC device (10; 10B; 20; 20-2...8) further comprises one of a key and a key with indication (25; 25-1...8) for indicating at least one of said load status and said AC device operating status, and wherein said first load operated by said first switch is augmented to operate by said one of first switch and key and said keying, rekeying and repeat rekeying said first switch in steps d., g. and j. of said method are augmented to keying, rekeying and repeat rekeying said one of first switch and key for switching said first load and recalling one of said cluster switching and said plurality switching respectively.

6. The method for switching a plurality of loads in steps according to claims 1 to 5, wherein said AC device (10; 10B; 20; 20-2...8) is a numerable device for switching a given number of loads each through an individual electric circuit including said relay (18, 19) and said switch (1), said numerable device further comprising said given number of said relay said given number of said status sensor for detecting the status of each individual electric circuit; said given number is selected from a group comprising a part of said cluster, said cluster, said more than one cluster and combinations thereof and said individual electric circuit is selectively set via at least one of said setting selector and download for a selective switching of said given number of loads by said keying, rekeying and repeat rekeying steps selected from a group comprising said first load, said cluster, said more than one cluster, another cluster of said more than one cluster, all clusters of said more than one cluster, all said given number of loads, other loads of said plurality and combinations thereof; and said CPU (11; 21; 60) directly operates said given number of relays and said numerable device propagates said switching commands commensurate with said post keying status via said at least one of controller network and directly.

7. The method for switching a plurality of loads in steps according to claims 1 to 6, wherein said status sensor (15) comprises two resistors (R2, R3) each connected to one of a traveler terminal (T1, T2) and jointly form a voltage divider for detecting the continuity status between said load and said live AC and said current sensor is feeding current drain signal for reporting the power consumed by each said load.

8. The method for switching a plurality of loads in steps according to claims 1 to 7, wherein said propagating of said switching command directly to said each AC device includes a direct propagation through a cascading chain of said optical cable cascaded through at least one AC device and one of propagating via said network data pertaining to current drain and power consumed by said load.

9. An apparatus for switching a plurality of loads in steps, each load (9) is operated by an electric circuit including one of SPDT and DPDT relay (18; 19) of an AC device (10; 10B; 20; 20-2...8) and at least one SPDT and DPDT switch (1), said electric circuit connects a pair of traveler wires (T1, T2) between said relay (18; 19) and said switch (1), an AC power to said AC device (10; 10B; 20; 20-2...8) and to a pole of said relay and said load (9) to a pole of said switch, each said AC device (10; 10B; 20; 20-2...8) further comprising at least one of a current sensor (16) and a status sensor (15) for detecting the status of its load, a CPU (11; 21; 69), at least one of a setting selector (24-1...8) and a memory (21A; 60A) at least one transceiver (13, 14) for propagating two way signals; said two way signals selected from a group comprising optical via an optical cable, IR, RF and combinations thereof for exchanging commands between each AC device associated with said plurality of loads via at least one of a controller network and directly, at least one load selected from said plurality is assigned to be a first load operated by a first switch; and said commands comprising particulars of said first loads including particulars of said first load and a cluster selected from said plurality of loads set via at least one of said setting selector and download into said memory, said detecting comprising the detection of a change in said status and a post keying status, characterized in that said detection of a post keying status resulting from
10. The apparatus for switching a plurality of loads in steps according to claim 9, wherein said rekeying of said first switch refreshes said timer with an extended time limit for a repeat rekeying said first switch within said extended time limit for propagating a plurality switching command commensurate with said first load post keying status to each AC device (10; 10B; 20; 20-2...8) associated with said first load post keying status via said at least one said controller network and directly to said loads of said first cluster.

11. The apparatus for switching a plurality of loads in steps according to claims 9 and 10, wherein said loads (9) are grouped into one of a part of a cluster and more than one cluster, and wherein said cluster is one of at least two loads and all said plurality of loads.

12. The apparatus for switching a plurality of loads in steps according to claims 9 to 11, wherein said assigned first load is selected from a group comprising a single load of said cluster, at least two loads of said cluster, all loads of said cluster and at least one load of said plurality of loads.

13. The apparatus for switching a plurality of loads in steps according to claims 9 to 12, wherein said AC device (10; 10B; 20; 20-2...8) further comprises one of a key and a key with indication (25; 25-1...8) for indicating at least one of said load status and said AC device operating status, and wherein said first load operated by said first switch is augmented to operate by said one of first switch and key and said keying, rekeying and repeat rekeying said first switch are augmented to keying, rekeying and repeat rekeying said one of first switch and key for switching said first load and recalling one of said cluster switching and said plurality switching respectively.

14. The apparatus for switching a plurality of loads in steps according to claims 9 to 13, wherein said AC device (10; 10B; 20; 20-2...8) is a numerable device for switching a given number of loads each through an individual electric circuit including said load (18; 19) and said switch (1), said numerable device further comprising said given number of said relay, said given number of said status sensor for detecting the status of each individual electric circuit and said given number of said key; said given number is selected from a group comprising a part of said cluster, said cluster, said more than one cluster and combinations thereof, each said individual electric circuit is selectively set via at least one of said setting selector and download for a selective switching program of said given number of loads by said keying, rekeying and repeat rekeying selected from a group comprising said first load, said cluster, said more than one cluster, another cluster of said more than one cluster, all clusters of said more than one cluster, all said given number of loads, other loads of said plurality and combinations thereof; and said CPU (11; 21; 60) directly operates said given number of relays and said numerable device propagates said switching commands commensurate with said first load post keying status via said at least one of said controller network and directly to at least one of other AC devices and numerable devices associated with said plurality of loads.

15. The apparatus for switching a plurality of loads in steps according to claim 9, wherein said status sensor (15) comprises two resistors (R2, R3) each connected to one of a traveler terminal (T1, T2) and jointly form a voltage divider for detecting the continuity status between said load and said live AC and said current sensor (16) is feeding current drain signal for reporting the power consumed by said load through one of direct via a cascading optical cables and said network to said controller.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum stufenweisen Schalten mehrerer Lasten, wobei jede Last (9) von einer elektrischen Schaltung betätigt wird, die ein SPDT- oder DPDT- Relais (18; 19) einer Wechselstromvorrichtung (10; 10B; 20; 20-2...8) und einen SPDT- oder DPDT-Schalter (1) enthält, wobei jede Wechselstromvorrichtung ferner einen Stromsensor (16) und/oder einen Zustandsensor (15), eine CPU (11; 21; 60), einen Speicher (21A; 60A) und/oder einen Einstellungs wahlwählschalter (24-1...n) und wenigstens einen Transceiver (13, 14) zum Weiterleiten von Zweigelssignalen aufweist, wobei die Zweigelssignale ausgewählt sind aus einer Gruppe mit optischen Signalen über ein optisches Kabel, IR-Signalen, Funksignalen und Kombinationen daraus zum Austauschen von Befehlen zwischen der jeweiligen Wechselstromvorrichtung (10; 10B; 20; 20-2...8) und den ihr zugeordneten mehreren Lasten (9) über eine Netzwerkssteuerung und/oder direkt, wobei wenigstens eine aus den mehreren ausgewählten Last als eine erste Last festgesetzt wird, die durch einen ersten Schalter betätigt wird.
Verfahren zum stufenweisen Schalten mehrerer

3. Verfahren zum stufenweisen Schalten mehrerer

2. Verfahren zum stufenweisen Schalten mehrerer

1. Verfahren zum stufenweisen Schalten mehrerer

wird,

a. Verbinden eines Paares von Laufdrähten (T1, T2) zwischen das Relais (18; 19) und den Schalter (1), eines Wechselstrooms mit der Wechselstromvorrangrichtung (10; 10B; 20; 20-2...8) und mit einem Pol des Relais (18; 19) und der Last (9) mit einem Pol des Schalters (1);

b. Einbauen der Wechselstromvorrangrichtung (10; 10B; 20; 20-2...8) und des wenigstens einen Schalters (1) zusammen in eine einzelne Elektrobox oder einzeln in separate Elektroboxen;

c. Einstellen von Einzelheiten jeder Last über den Einstellungswahlschalter (24-1...n) und/oder ein Herunterladen in den Speicher (21A) jeder Wechselstromvorrangrichtung, einschließlich Einzelheiten eines ausgewählten Clusters der mehreren Lasten;

d. Tastenbetätigten des ersten Schalters zum Ein- oder Ausschalten der ersten Last; und

e. Erfassen des Zustands der ersten Last nach dem Tastenbetätigten durch den Stromsensor (16) oder den Zustandssensor (15).

gekennzeichnet durch die weiteren Schritte:

f. Auslösen eines Timers mit einer Zeitgrenze für ein Neutastenbetätigten durch das Erfassen;

g. Neutastenbetätigten des ersten Schalters innerhalb der Zeitgrenze zum Abrufen des Clusterschaltens; und

h. Weiterleiten eines Clusterschaltbefehls entsprechend dem Zustand nach dem Tastenbetätigten an jede Wechselstromvorrangrichtung (10; 10B; 20; 20-2...8), die dem Cluster von Lasten zugeordnet ist, über die Netzwerksteuerung und/ oder direkt.

2. Verfahren zum stufenweisen Schalten mehrerer

Lasten nach Anspruch 1, bei welchem das Neutastenbetätigten des ersten Schalters den Timer mit einer erweiterten Zeitgrenze für ein wiederholtes Neutastenbetätigten auffrischt, wobei das Verfahren die weiteren Schritte aufweist:

i. Neutastenbetätigten des ersten Schalters innerhalb der erweiterten Zeitgrenze zum Abrufen des Vielzahlenschaltens;

j. Weiterleiten eines Vielzahlenschaltbefehls entsprechend dem Zustand nach dem Tastenbetätigten an jede Wechselstromvorrangrichtung (10; 10B; 20; 20-2...8), die den mehreren Lasten zugeordnet ist, über die Netzwerksteuerung und/ oder direkt.

3. Verfahren zum stufenweisen Schalten mehrerer

Lasten nach den Ansprüchen 1 und 2, bei welchem

die Lasten (9) in einen Teil eines Clusters oder mehr als einen Cluster gruppiert sind, und bei welchem der Cluster wenigstens zwei Lasten oder alle der mehreren Lasten darstellt.

4. Verfahren zum stufenweisen Schalten mehrerer

Lasten nach den Ansprüchen 1 bis 3, bei welchem die zugeordnete erste Last ausgewählt wird aus einer Gruppe mit einer einzelnen Last des Clusters, wenigstens zwei Lasten des Clusters, allen Lasten des Clusters und wenigstens einer Last der mehreren Lasten.

5. Verfahren zum stufenweisen Schalten mehrerer

Lasten nach den Ansprüchen 1 bis 4, bei welchem die Wechselstromvorrangrichtung (10; 10B; 20; 20-2...8) ferne eine Taste oder eine Anzeigetaste (25; 25-1...8) zum Anzeigen des Lastenzustands und/oder des Wechselstromvorrangrichtungs-Betriebszustands aufweist, und bei welchem die durch den ersten Schalter betätigte Last erweitert wird, um durch den ersten Schalter oder die Taste betätigt zu werden, und das Tastenbetätigten, das Neutastenbetätigten und das wiederholte Neutastenbetätigten des ersten Schalters in den Schritten d., g. und j. des Verfahrens erweitert werden zum Tastenbetätigten, Neutastenbetätigten und wiederholten Neutastenbetätigten des ersten Schalters oder der Taste zum Schalten der ersten Last und Abrufen des Cluster schaltens bzw. des Vielzahlenschaltens.

6. Verfahren zum stufenweisen Schalten mehrerer

Lasten nach den Ansprüchen 1 bis 5, bei welchem die Wechselstromvorrangrichtung (10; 10B; 20; 20-2...8) eine zählbare Vorrichtung zum Schalten einer gegebenen Anzahl von Lasten jeweils durch eine eigene elektrische Schaltung mit dem Relais (18; 19) und dem Schalter (1) ist, wobei die zählbare Vorrichtung ferner die gegebene Anzahl der Relais und die gegebene Anzahl der Zustandssensoren zum Erfassen des Zustands jeder einzelnen elektrischen Schaltung aufweist;

wobei die gegebene Anzahl ausgewählt ist aus einer Gruppe mit einem Teil des Clusters, dem Cluster, dem mehr als einen Cluster und Kombinationen davon und die einzelne elektrische Schaltung selektiv eingestellt wird über den Einstellungswahlschalter und/oder das Herunterladen für ein selektives Schalten der gegebenen Anzahl von Lasten durch die Schritte des Tastenbetätigten, Neutastenbetätigten und wiederholten Neutastenbetätigten ausgewählt aus einer Gruppe mit der ersten Last, dem Cluster, dem mehr als einen Cluster, einem anderen Cluster des mehr als einen Clusters, allen Clustern des mehr als einen Clusters, allen der gegebenen Anzahl von Lasten, weiteren Lasten der Vielzahl und Kombinationen daraus; und

wobei die CPU (11; 21; 60) die gegebene Anzahl
von Relais direkt betrieben und die zählbare Vorrichtung die Schaltbefehle entsprechend dem Zustand nach dem Tastenbetätiger über die Netzwerksteuerung und/oder direkt weiterleitet.

7. Verfahren zum stufenweisen Schalten mehrerer Lasten nach den Ansprüchen 1 bis 6, bei welchem der Zustandssensor (15) zwei Widerstände (R2, R3) aufweist, die jeweils mit einem Laufdraht (T1, T2) verbunden sind und gemeinsam einen Spannungsteiler zum Erfassen des Kontinuitätszustandes zwischen der Last und der aktiven Wechselstromvorrichtung bilden, und der Stromsensor ein Stromsensorksignal zum Berichten der durch die jeweilige Last verbrauchten Energie zuführt.

8. Verfahren zum stufenweisen Schalten mehrerer Lasten nach den Ansprüchen 1 bis 7, bei welchem das Weiterleiten des Schaltbefehles direkt zu jeder Wechselstromvorrichtung ein direktes Weiterleiten durch eine kaskadierende Kette des optischen Kabels, das durch wenigstens eine Wechselstromvorrichtung kaskadiert ist, und ein Weiterleiten von Daten betreffend die Stromsenke oder den Energieverbrauch durch die Last über das Netzwerk enthält.

9. Vorrichtung zum stufenweisen Schalten mehrerer Lasten, wobei jede Last (9) von einer elektrischen Schaltung betätigt wird, die ein SPDT- oder DPDT-Relais (18; 19) einer Wechselstromvorrichtung (10; 10B; 20; 20-2...8) und einen SPDT- oder DPDT-Schalter (1) enthält, wobei die elektrische Schaltung ein Paar von Laufdrähten (T1, T2) zwischen das Relais (18; 19) und den Schalter (1), einen Wechselstrom mit der Wechselstromvorrichtung (10; 10B; 20; 20-2...8) mit einem Pol des Relais (18; 19) und die Last (9) mit einem Pol des Schalters (1) verbindet, wobei jede Wechselstromvorrichtung (10; 10B; 20; 20-2...8) ferner einen Stromsensor (16) und/oder einen Zustandssensor (15) zum Erfassen des Zustands ihrer Last, eine CPU (11; 21; 60), einen Einstellungswahlschalter (24-1...n) und/oder einen Speicher (21A; 60A) und wenigstens einen Transceiver (13, 14) zum Weiterleiten von Zweigewebsignalen aufweist, wobei die Zweigewebsignale ausgewählt sind aus einer Gruppe mit optischen Signalen über ein optisches Kabel, IR-Signalen, Funksignalen und Kombinationen daraus zum Austauschen von Befehlen zwischen der jeweiligen Wechselstromvorrichtung (10; 10B; 20; 20-2...8) und den ihm zugeordneten mehreren Lasten (9) über eine Netzwerksteuerung und/oder direkt, wobei wenigstens eine aus den mehreren ausgewählten Lasten als eine erste Last festgesetzt wird, die durch einen ersten Schalter betätigt wird, und wobei die Befehle Einzelheiten der ersten Lasten einschließlich Einzelheiten der ersten Lasten und einzelnes aus den mehreren Lasten ausgewählten Clusters, die über den EinsteHungswahlschalter (24-1...n) und/oder ein Herunterladen in den Speicher (21A) eingestellt sind, aufweist, wobei das Erfassen des Zustands der ersten Last nach dem Tastenbetätigen aufweist, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Erfassen eines Zustands nach dem Tastenbetätiger, der aus einem Tastenbetätigen des ersten Schalters resultiert, einen Timer mit einer Zeitgrenze für ein mehrstufiges Tastenbetätigen auslöst, und das Neutastenbetätigen des ersten Schalters innerhalb der Zeitgrenze das Clusterschalten abruft durch Übertragen eines Clusterschaltbefehls entsprechend dem Zustand der ersten Last nach dem Tastenbetätigen an jede Wechselstromvorrichtung (10; 10B; 20; 20-2...8), die dem Cluster zugeordnet ist, über die Netzwerksteuerung und/oder direkt zu den Lasten des Clusters.

10. Vorrichtung zum stufenweisen Schalten mehrerer Lasten nach Anspruch 9, bei welcher das Neutastenbetätigen des ersten Schalters den Timer mit einer erweiterten Zeitgrenze für ein wiederholtes Neutastenbetätigen des ersten Schalters innerhalb der erweiterten Zeitgrenze ausführt zum Weiterleiten eines Vielzahlbetriebes entsprechend dem Zustand nach dem Tastenbetätigen an jede Wechselstromvorrichtung (10; 10B; 20; 20-2...8), die den mehreren Lasten zugeordnet ist, über die Netzwerksteuerung und/oder direkt an alle Lasten, die der Wechselstromvorrichtung zugeordnet sind.

11. Vorrichtung zum stufenweisen Schalten mehrerer Lasten nach den Ansprüchen 9 und 10, bei welcher die Lasten (9) in einen Teil eines Clusters oder mehr als einen Cluster gruppiert sind, und bei welcher der Cluster wenigstens zwei Lasten oder alle der mehreren Lasten darstellt.

12. Vorrichtung zum stufenweisen Schalten mehrerer Lasten nach den Ansprüchen 9 bis 11, bei welcher die zugeordnete erste Last ausgewählt ist aus einer Gruppe mit einer einzelnen Last des Clusters, wenigstens zwei Lasten des Clusters, allen Lasten des Clusters und wenigstens einer Last der mehreren Lasten.

13. Vorrichtung zum stufenweisen Schalten mehrerer Lasten nach den Ansprüchen 9 bis 12, bei welcher die Wechselstromvorrichtung (10; 10B; 20; 20-2...8) ferner eine Taste oder eine Anzeigetaste (25; 25-1...8) zum Anzeigen des Zustandes der ersten Last aufweist, und bei welcher die durch den ersten Schalter betätigte Last erweitert wird, um durch den ersten Schalter oder die Taste betätigt zu
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15. Vorrichtung zum stufenweisen Schalten mehrerer Lasten nach den Ansprüchen 9 bis 13, bei welcher die Wechselstromvorrichtung (10 ; 10B ; 20; 20-2...8) eine zählbare Vorrichtung zum Schalten einer gegebenen Anzahl von Lasten jeweils durch eine eigene elektrische Schaltung mit dem Relais (18 ; 19) und dem Schalter (1) ist, wobei die zählbare Vorrichtung ferner die gegebene Anzahl der Relais, die gegebene Anzahl der Zustandssensoren zum Erfassen des Zustands jeder einzelnen elektrischen Schaltung und die gegebene Anzahl der Tasten aufweist; wobei die gegebene Anzahl ausgewählt ist aus einer Gruppe mit einem Teil des Clusters, dem Cluster, dem mehr als einen Cluster und Kombinationen davon und die einzelne elektrische Schaltung selektiv eingestellt ist über den Einstellungswahlschalter und/oder ein Herunterladen für ein selektives Schaltprogramm der gegebenen Anzahl von Lasten durch das Tastenbetätigen, Neutastenbetätigen und wiederholte Neutastenbetätigen ausgewählt aus einer Gruppe mit der ersten Last, dem Cluster, dem mehr als einen Cluster, einem anderen Cluster des mehr als einen Clusters, allen Clustern des mehr als einen Clusters, allen der gegebenen Anzahl von Lasten, weiteren Lasten der Vielzahl und Kombinationen daraus; und wobei die CPU (11 ; 21 ; 60) die gegebene Anzahl von Relais direkt betreibt und die zählbare Vorrichtung die Schaltbefehle entsprechend dem Zustand nach dem Tastenbetätigen über die Netzwerksteuerung und/oder direkt an wenigstens eine von weiteren Wechselstromvorrichtungen und zählbaren Vorrichtungen, die den mehreren Lasten zugeordnet sind, weiterleitet.

14. Vorrichtung zum stufenweisen Schalten mehrerer Lasten nach den Ansprüchen 9 bis 13, bei welcher die Wechselstromvorrichtung (10 ; 10B ; 20; 20-2...8) eine zählbare Vorrichtung zum Schalten einer gegebenen Anzahl von Lasten jeweils durch eine eigene elektrische Schaltung mit dem Relais (18 ; 19) und dem Schalter (1) ist, wobei die zählbare Vorrichtung ferner die gegebene Anzahl der Relais, die gegebene Anzahl der Zustandssensoren zum Erfassen des Zustands jeder einzelnen elektrischen Schaltung und die gegebene Anzahl der Tasten aufweist; wobei die gegebene Anzahl ausgewählt ist aus einer Gruppe mit einem Teil des Clusters, dem Cluster, dem mehr als einen Cluster und Kombinationen davon und die einzelne elektrische Schaltung selektiv eingestellt ist über den Einstellungswahlschalter und/oder ein Herunterladen für ein selektives Schaltprogramm der gegebenen Anzahl von Lasten durch das Tastenbetätigen, Neutastenbetätigen und wiederholte Neutastenbetätigen ausgewählt aus einer Gruppe mit der ersten Last, dem Cluster, dem mehr als einen Cluster, einem anderen Cluster des mehr als einen Clusters, allen Clustern des mehr als einen Clusters, allen der gegebenen Anzahl von Lasten, weiteren Lasten der Vielzahl und Kombinationen daraus; und wobei die CPU (11 ; 21 ; 60) die gegebene Anzahl von Relais direkt betreibt und die zählbare Vorrichtung die Schaltbefehle entsprechend dem Zustand nach dem Tastenbetätigen über die Netzwerksteuerung und/oder direkt an wenigstens eine von weiteren Wechselstromvorrichtungen und zählbaren Vorrichtungen, die den mehreren Lasten zugeordnet sind, weiterleitet.

15. Vorrichtung zum stufenweisen Schalten mehrerer Lasten nach Anspruch 9, bei welcher der Zustandsensor (15) zwei Widerstände (R2, R3) aufweist, die jeweils mit einem Laufdraht (T1, T2) verbunden sind und gemeinsam einen Spannungsteiler zum Erfassen des Kontinuitätszustandes zwischen der Last und der aktiven Wechselstromvorrichtung bilden, und der Stromsensor (16) ein Stromsenkensignal zum Berichten der durch die Last verbrauchten Energie direkt über kaskadierende optische Kabel oder über das Netzwerk zu der Steuerung zuführt.

Reversions
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étapes, chaque charge (9) est commandée par un circuit électrique comprenant l’un parmi un relais unipolaire bidirectionnel (SPDT) et un relais bipolaire bidirectionnel (DPDT) (18 ; 19) d’un dispositif à courant alternatif (10 ; 10B ; 20; 20-2...8) et au moins l’un d’un interrupteur SPDT et d’un interrupteur bipolaire bidirectionnel DPDT (1), chaque dispositif à courant alternatif précité comprenant en outre au moins l’un parmi un capteur de courant (16) et un capteur d’état (15), une unité centrale (CPU) (11 ; 21 ; 60), au moins l’un parmi une mémoire (21A ; 60A) et un sélecteur de réglage (24 - 1...n) et au moins un émetteur-récepteur (13, 14) pour la propagation de signaux bidirectionnels ;

lesdits signaux bidirectionnels étant sélectionnés dans un groupe comprenant optiques par l’intermédiaire d’un câble optique, infrarouges, radiofréquences et des combinaisons de ceux-ci pour échanger des ordres entre chaque dispositif à courant alternatif (10 ; 10B ; 20; 20-2...8) associé à ladite pluralité de charges (9) par l’intermédiaire d’au moins l’un parmi un réseau de contrôleurs et directement, au moins une charge sélectionnée parmi ladite pluralité est affectée pour être une première charge commandée par un premier interrupteur, ledit procédé comprenant les étapes :

a. connecter une paire de fils de transport (T1, T2) entre ledit relais (18 ; 19) et ledit interrupteur (1), un courant alternatif audit dispositif à courant alternatif (10 ; 10B ; 20; 20-2...8) et à un pôle dudit relais (18 ; 19) et ladite charge (9) à un pôle dudit interrupteur (1) ;

b. installer ledit dispositif à courant alternatif (10 ; 10B ; 20; 20-2...8) et ledit au moins un interrupteur (1) dans l’un parmi un boîtier électrique unique ensemble et individuellement dans des boîtiers électriques séparés ;
da. régler des caractéristiques de chaque charge précitée par l’intermédiaire d’au moins l’un parmi ledit sélection de réglage (24 - 1...n) et télécharger dans ladite mémoire (21A) de chaque dispositif à courant alternatif, comprenant les caractéristiques d’un groupement sélectionné de ladite pluralité de charges ;

c. manipuler ledit premier interrupteur pour commuter ladite première charge sur marche ou arrêt ; et
d. détecter par l’un parmi ledit capteur de courant (16) et ledit capteur d’état (15) ledit état post-manipulation de la première charge, caractérisé par le fait qu’il comprend en outre les étapes :

f. déclencher un temporisateur par ladite détection avec un délai pour une nouvelle manipulation ;
g. manipuler à nouveau ledit premier interrupteur dans ledit délai pour rappeler ladite commutation de groupement ; et
h. propager un ordre de commutation de groupement en fonction dudit état post-manipulation vers chaque dispositif à courant alternatif (10 ;
10B ; 20 ; 20 - 2...8) associé audit groupement de charges par l’intermédiaire dudit au moins un parmi le réseau de contrôleurs et directement.

2. Procédé pour commuter une pluralité de charges par étapes selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la nouvelle manipulation dudit premier interrupteur réactive un délai prolongé pour une nouvelle manipulation répétée, ledit procédé comprenant les étapes supplémentaires :
   i. manipuler à nouveau ledit premier interrupteur au cours dudit délai prolongé pour rappeler la dite commutation de pluralité ;
   j. propager un ordre de commutation de pluralité en fonction dudit état post-manipulation vers chaque dispositif à courant alternatif (10 ; 10B ;
20 ; 20 - 2...8) associé à ladite pluralité de charges par l’intermédiaire dudit au moins un parmi le réseau de contrôleurs et directement.

3. Procédé pour commuter une pluralité de charges par étapes selon les revendications 1 et 2, dans lequel lesdites charges (9) sont regroupées dans l’un parmi une partie d’un groupement et plus d’un groupement, et ledit groupement étant l’un parmi au moins deux charges et l’ensemble de ladite pluralité de charges.

4. Procédé pour commuter une pluralité de charges par étapes selon les revendications 1 à 3, dans lequel ladite première charge affectée est sélectionnée dans un groupe comprenant une charge unique dudit groupement, au moins deux charges dudit groupeement, toutes les charges dudit groupement et au moins une charge de ladite pluralité de charges.

5. Procédé pour commuter une pluralité de charges par étapes selon les revendications 1 à 4, dans lequel ledit dispositif à courant alternatif (10 ;
10B ; 20 ; 20 - 2...8) comprend en outre l’une parmi une touche et une touche avec indication (25 ; 25-1...8) pour indiquer au moins l’un parmi ledit état de charge et ledit état de commande de dispositif à courant alternatif, et ladite première charge commandée par ledit premier interrupteur étant augmentée pour une commande par ledit un parmi le premier interrupteur et la touche, et ladite manipulation, nouvelle manipulation et nouvelle manipulation répétée dudit premier interrupteur dans les étapes d., g., et j., ledit procédé sont augmentées pour une manipulation, une nouvelle manipulation et une nouvelle manipulation répétée dudit un parmi le premier interrupteur et la touche pour commuter ladite première charge et rappeler l’un parmi ladite commutation de groupement et ladite commutation de pluralité, respectivement.

6. Procédé pour commuter une pluralité de charges par étapes selon les revendications 1 à 5, dans lequel ledit dispositif à courant alternatif (10 ;
10B ; 20 ; 20 - 2...8) est un dispositif dénombrable pour commuter un nombre donné de charges chacune par l’intermédiaire d’un circuit électrique individuel comprenant ledit relais (18 ; 19) et ledit interrupteur (1), ledit dispositif dénombrable comprenant en outre ledit nombre donné dudit relais et ledit nombre donné dudit capteur d’état pour détecter l’état de chaque circuit électrique individuel ; ledit nombre donné est choisi dans un groupe comprenant une partie dudit groupement, ledit groupement, plus d’un groupement précité et des combinaisons de ceux-ci et ledit circuit électrique individuel est réglé de manière sélective par l’intermédiaire d’au moins un parmi ledit sélecteur de réglage et téléchargé pour une commutation selective dudit nombre donné de charges par lesdites étapes de manipulation, nouvelle manipulation et nouvelle manipulation répétée choisies dans un groupe comprenant ladite première charge, ledit groupement, plus d’un groupement, un autre groupement dudit plus d’un groupement, tous les groupements dudit plus d’un groupement, l’ensemble dudit nombre donné de charges, d’autres charges de ladite pluralité et des combinaisons de ceux-ci ; et ladite unité centrale (11 ; 21 ; 60) commande directement ledit nombre donné de relais et ledit dispositif dénombrable propage lesdits ordres de commutation en fonction dudit état post-manipulation par l’intermédiaire dudit au moins un parmi le réseau de contrôleurs et directement.

7. Procédé pour commuter une pluralité de charges par étapes selon les revendications 1 à 6, dans lequel ledit capteur d’état (15) comprend deux résistances (R2, R3) connectées chacune à l’une d’une borne de transport (T1, T2) et formant conjointement un diviseur de tension pour détecter l’état de continuité entre ladite charge et ladite mise sous tension alternative et ledit capteur de courant délivre un signal de courant absorbé pour le rapport de l’électricité consommée par chacune charge précitée.

8. Procédé pour commuter une pluralité de charges par étapes selon les revendications 1 à 7, dans lequel ladite propagation dudit ordre de commutation directement vers chaque dispositif à courant alternatif comprend une propagation directe à travers une chaîne en cascade dudit câble optique en cascade à travers au moins un dispositif à courant alternatif et une parmi une propagation, par l’intermédiaire dudit réseau, de données concernant le courant absorbé et l’électricité consommée par ladite charge.
9. Appareil pour commuter une pluralité de charges par étapes, chaque charge (9) est commandée par un circuit électrique comprenant l’un parmi un relais unipolaire bidirectionnel (SPDT) et un relais bipolaire bidirectionnel (DPDT) (18 ; 19) d’un dispositif à courant alternatif (10 ; 10B ; 20 ; 20 - 2...8) et au moins l’un parmi un interrupteur SPDT et un interrupteur DPDT (1), ledit circuit électrique connecte une paire de fils de transport (T1, T2) entre ledit relais (18 ; 19) et ledit interrupteur (1), un courant alternatif audit dispositif à courant alternatif (10 ; 10B ; 20 ; 20 - 2...8) et à un pôle dudit relais et ladite charge (9) à un pôle dudit interrupteur, chaque dispositif à courant alternatif précité (10 ; 10B ; 20 ; 20 - 2...8) comprenant en outre au moins l’un parmi un capteur de courant (16) et un capteur d’état (15) pour détecter l’état de sa charge, une unité centrale (CPU) (11 ; 21 ; 60), au moins l’un parmi un sélecteur de réglage (24 - 1...n) et une mémoire (21A ; 60A) et au moins un émetteur-récepteur (13, 14) pour la propagation des signaux bidirectionnels ;

lesdits signaux bidirectionnels étant choisis dans un groupe comprenant optiques par l’intermédiaire d’un câble optique, infrarouges, radiofréquences et des combinaisons de ceux-ci pour échanger des ordres entre chaque dispositif à courant alternatif associé à ladite pluralité de charges par l’intermédiaire d’au moins l’un parmi un réseau de contrôleurs et directement, au moins une charge choisie parmi ladite pluralité est affectée pour être une première charge commandée par un premier interrupteur ; et

lesdits ordres comprenant des caractéristiques desdites premières charges comprenant des caractéristiques de ladite première charge et d’un groupement sélectionné parmi ladite pluralité de charges réglé par l’intermédiaire d’au moins l’un parmi ledit sélecteur de réglage et télécharger dans ladite mémoire, ladite détection comprenant la détection d’un changement dudit état et d’un état post-manipulation, caractérisé par le fait que :

ladite détection d’une état post-manipulation résultant de la manipulation dudit premier interrupteur déclenche un temporisateur avec un délai pour une manipulation à étapes multiples ; et

la nouvelle manipulation dudit premier interrupteur dans ledit délai rappelle ladite commutation de groupement par la transmission d’un ordre de commutation de groupement en fonction dudit état post-manipulation de la première charge vers chaque dispositif à courant alternatif (10 ; 10B ; 20 ; 20 - 2...8) associé audit groupement, par l’intermédiaire dudit un parmi ledit réseau de contrôleurs et directement, auxdites charges dudit groupement.

10. Appareil pour commuter une pluralité de charges par étapes selon la revendication 9, dans lequel ladite nouvelle manipulation dudit premier interrupteur réactualise ledit temporisateur avec un délai prolongé pour une nouvelle manipulation répétée dudit premier interrupteur au cours dudit délai prolongé pour propager un ordre de commutation de pluralité en fonction dudit état post-manipulation vers chaque dispositif à courant alternatif (10 ; 10B ; 20 ; 20 - 2...8) associé à ladite pluralité de charges par l’intermédiaire dudit un parmi ledit réseau de contrôleurs et directement vers l’ensemble de ladite pluralité de charges associées audit dispositif à courant alternatif.

11. Appareil pour commuter une pluralité de charges par étapes selon les revendications 9 et 10, dans lequel lesdites charges (9) sont regroupées dans l’un parmi une partie d’un groupement et plus d’un groupement, et ledit groupement étant l’un parmi au moins deux charges et l’ensemble de ladite pluralité de charges.

12. Appareil pour commuter une pluralité de charges par étapes selon les revendications 9 à 11, dans lequel ladite première charge affectée est sélectionnée dans un groupe comprenant une charge unique dudit groupement, au moins deux charges dudit groupement, toutes les charges dudit groupement et au moins une charge de ladite pluralité de charges.

13. Appareil pour commuter une pluralité de charges par étapes selon les revendications 9 à 12, dans lequel ledit dispositif à courant alternatif (10 ; 10B ; 20 ; 20 - 2...8) comprend en outre l’une parmi une touche et une touche avec indication (25 ; 25-1...8) pour indiquer au moins l’un parmi ledit état de charge et ledit état de commande de dispositif à courant alternatif, et ladite première charge commandée par ledit premier interrupteur étant augmentée pour une commande par ledit un parmi le premier interrupteur et la touche et ladite manipulation, nouvelle manipulation et nouvelle manipulation répétée dudit premier interrupteur sont augmentées pour une manipulation, une nouvelle manipulation et une nouvelle manipulation répétée dudit un parmi le premier interrupteur et la touche pour commuter ladite première charge et le rappel de l’une parmi ladite commutation de groupement et ladite commutation de pluralité, respectivement.

14. Appareil pour commuter une pluralité de charges par étapes selon les revendications 9 à 13, dans lequel ledit dispositif à courant alternatif (10 ; 10B ; 20 ; 20 - 2...8) est un dispositif dénombrable pour commuter un nombre donné de charges chacune par l’intermédiaire d’un circuit électrique individuel comprenant ledit relais (18 ; 19) et ledit interrupteur (1), ledit dispositif dénombrable comprenant au outre ledit nombre donné dudit relais, ledit nombre donné dudit capteur d’état pour détecter l’état de chaque circuit élec-
trique individuel et ledit nombre donné de ladite touche ;
ledit nombre donné est choisi dans un groupe comprenant une partie dudit groupement, ledit groupement, plus d’un groupement précité et des combinaisons de ceux-ci, chaque circuit électrique individuel précité est réglé de manière sélective par l’intermédiaire d’au moins un parmi ledit sélecteur de réglage et télécharger un programme de commutation sélective dudit nombre donné de charges par lesdites manipulation, nouvelle manipulation et nouvelle manipulation répétée choisies dans un groupe comprenant ladite première charge, ledit groupement, plus d’un groupement, un autre groupement dudit plus d’un groupement, tous les groupements dudit plus d’un groupement, l’ensemble dudit nombre donné de charges, d’autres charges de ladite pluralité et des combinaisons de ceux-ci ; et ladite unité centrale (11 ; 21 ; 60) commande directement ledit nombre donné de relais et ledit dispositif dénombrable propage lesdits ordres de commutation en fonction dudit état post-manipulation par l’intermédiaire dudit au moins un parmi le réseau de contrôleurs et directement à au moins l’un parmi d’autres dispositifs à courant alternatif et dispositifs dénombrables associés à ladite pluralité de charges.

15. Appareil pour commuter une pluralité de charges par étapes selon la revendication 9, dans lequel ledit capteur d’état (15) comprend deux résistances (R2, R3) connectées chacune à l’une d’une borne de transport (T1, T2) et formant conjointement un diviseur de tension pour détecter l’état de continuité entre ladite charge et ladite mise sous tension alternative et ledit capteur de courant (16) délivre un signal de courant absorbé pour le rapport de l’électricité consommée par ladite charge, à travers l’un parmi directement par l’intermédiaire de câbles optiques en cascade et par l’intermédiaire dudit réseau, audit contrôleur.
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